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Foreword

Frank L. Battisti

Conductor Emeritus, New England Conservatory Wind Ensemble

Music and the arts are important! They encourage individuals to feel, think, and solve problems creatively, 
and to arrive at conclusions and answers in unique ways. Collaborative music- making experiences mag-
nify the common denominators and diminish the differences between people—they bring them closer 
together. Music, like reading, math, and science, should be part of every young person’s education and life.

Effective and inspiring music teachers combine a love of music with a passion for sharing it with others. 
Their love of music compels them to select and use music that is “truthful”— the real thing— not surrogate, 
mediocre, uninspired pseudo- music pieces. The performance of excellent- quality music offers the best 
means by which students can discover and feel the awesome power of music— to become “music lovers.”

The mission of the music teacher is to assist students in discovering music. In order to do this they must 
inspire, impart knowledge, teach skills, and guide students to an understanding and appreciation of music. 
Only if music is taught as “an art,” where students learn, create, and express in a unique manner (different 
than in other curricular subjects), can it be considered a necessary component in a student’s education and 
development.

Evan Feldman, Ari Contzius, Mitchell Lutch, and Katarzyna (Kasia) Bugaj in their book, Instrumental 
Music Education: Teaching with the Musical and Practical in Harmony, examine factors involved in teaching 
instrumental music— specifically, practical musical and pedagogical knowledge and skills, a “sound- 
to- symbol” teaching system, basic musicianship training, selection of music, rehearsal and classroom 
procedures and management, student assessment and evaluation, administrative responsibilities, and 
personal and professional development of the teacher.

There are many fine publications about teaching instrumental music. However, none are as compre-
hensive as Instrumental Music Education: Teaching with the Musical and Practical in Harmony. All teachers, 
both young and experienced, will find this book very valuable.
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Preface

One of the most bracing realizations many teachers have when entering the profession is that being a 
good musician does not automatically make one a good teacher. It’s a prerequisite, to be sure, but ultim-
ately the finest virtuoso in the world will fail in front of a large group of students if they don’t know how 
to translate their expertise into effective teaching. For many teachers, even when they feel prepared— after 
they have studied child psychology, learned how to conduct, given recitals on their primary instrument, 
and learned how to play every other instrument— their first job rarely mirrors their expectations.

There is an irony to this, for once you combine the significant demands of a music degree with educa-
tion classes and the training needed to teach multiple instruments, you create a music education degree 
bursting at the seams with requirements. We mean this not as an indictment of teacher preparation 
programs, but rather as recognition that music teaching (any teaching, for that matter) is a complex dis-
cipline. Not only is there much to learn, but there is a classic tension between theory and practice. After 
absorbing as much as we can as students, many of us enter the “real world” and find that some of the 
techniques and philosophies we practiced in school fit awkwardly into the realities of our new job.

Our intent in Instrumental Music Education has been to strike a balance among pedagogy and “in the 
trenches” practicality. Our approach is to show future educators what research and theory say they should 
do, and then provide the tools for how to do it. In some cases we present more than one perspective on 
the same issue, a way to recognize the hubris in insisting there is only one way to succeed, or that one 
viewpoint is inherently superior to another. Teaching the arts can only thrive with open- mindedness and 
introspection.

Our Teaching Philosophy

In many of the pedagogical sections of Instrumental Music Education, we emphasize the commonalities 
between music and spoken language. One of our impetuses for this was the gradual realization, through 
our own teaching, that the process of learning language reflects how students naturally learn music. 
Research shows compelling parallels between music and language— not only neural and cognitive ones, 
but also in conceptual and pedagogical ways. Put simply, the most effective way to learn music is the same 
way one learns to speak one’s native tongue.

What are the implications of this conclusion for teaching music in schools? With spoken language, chil-
dren achieve fluency in speaking and understanding before they even enroll in school. Formal schooling 

  

 



xvi Preface

then builds upon their fluency. It develops their ability to express themselves, increases their vocabulary, 
provides the structure of grammar and rules, and teaches reading and writing. In contrast, the conven-
tional approach to instrumental music education teaches the same topics, but in reverse order. Most not-
ably, reading (notation) and theory are taught first; everything else then follows, sometimes immediately, 
sometimes far behind.

By this process one teaches the symbol before one teaches what the symbol represents. As a broad 
example, we must avoid telling our students “a quarter note looks like this” before we know they can 
perform and understand a basic melody. It would be akin to teaching a toddler how to recognize 
and recite the alphabet before she has spoken her first word. In writing this book we were interested 
in a linguistic– influenced approach— a band/ orchestra pedagogy that emphasized “speaking” and 
understanding music before “spelling” and notating it. Sound (and its meaning) is taught first, followed 
later by the symbol that represents the sound: sound- to- symbol. Much of the pedagogy we present is 
an adaptation and hybridization of educational theorists such as Suzuki, Kodály, and Gordon, among 
others. Beyond the recognition of music’s relationship with spoken language, their crucial insight was 
how to extract the tenets and mechanism of learning language, and then simulate and accelerate the 
process in the music classroom.

Features

Instrumental Music Education’s 27 chapters cover a wide variety of topics, beginning with the issues raised 
by sound- to- symbol philosophies. These pedagogical topics include:

• A discussion of the connection between music and language, with an eye toward showing how this 
affects the teaching of music fundamentals.

• An introduction to some of the pioneers of sound- to- symbol, including Kodály, Suzuki, Dalcroze, 
Orff, and Gordon.

• A template for teaching rhythm, tonality, and reading with comprehension to beginning instrumental 
students.

• Suggestions for applying these ideas to a traditional method book.
• Strategies for teaching improvisation and composition in the instrumental classroom.

We also include a section on classroom management, one of the most difficult subjects to master for any 
teacher, not least because experienced master teachers often make it look effortless. Yet though experience 
may be the best teacher, having a plan accelerates the learning process. One of our goals in writing this 
text was to provide teachers the concrete theory and tools with which to prepare themselves, especially 
since it’s difficult to simulate a public school scenario in a college classroom or during student teaching 
and other in- the- field internships. We discuss a variety of philosophies and techniques, and we encourage 
every teacher to be thoughtful in their approach to disciplining and managing students in the same way 
they would be choosing repertoire and teaching musicianship.

Of course, being a music teacher involves much more than just teaching music and managing a class-
room. Students must be recruited, programs advocated for, funds raised, budgets balanced, concerts 
managed, repertoire chosen, scores learned, parents communicated with, new jobs sought, and new skills 
attained. Often these skills are learned on the job, and indeed our text cannot replace years of first- hand 
experience. Still, we have tried to provide detailed primers for some of these crucial activities.
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New to This Edition

• A new chapter on teaching beginning band using sound- to- symbol pedagogies.
• Expanded coverage for strings and orchestra, including a new chapter on teaching beginning strings.
• A new chapter on conducting technique.
• Expanded material on teaching students with disabilities.
• Concert etiquette and the concert experience.
• Expanded coverage on the science of learning, including the Dunning– Kruger effect and the effective 

use of repetition in rehearsal.
• Techniques for improving students’ practice habits.

Organization

Instrumental Music Education is divided into three units:

Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music— includes: An Introduction to Sound- to- Symbol; 
Teaching Rhythm and Rhythm Reading; Tonality, Melody, and Singing; Teaching Improvisation and 
Composition; The History of Instrumental Music Education and Its Philosophy; and Constructivism, 
Concept Attainment, and Direct Instruction.

Unit 2: Directing Bands and Orchestras— includes: Classroom Management; Curriculum, Assessment, 
and Grading; Repertoire; Score Study; On Conducting Technique; Large Ensemble Set- Up; Rehearsals 
(in three parts); Inclusion—Instrumental Music for Students with Special Needs; Intonation; and 
Directing Other Ensembles; Recruiting, Organizing, and Starting the Band and Orchestra; Sound-
to-Symbol in the Beginning Instrumental Classroom; and String Pedagogy for Non-String Players.

Unit 3:  Administrative Issues— includes:  Planning and Managing a Concert/ Concert Etiquette; 
Fundraising, Promotion, and Advocacy; Communication; The Music Budget; Copyrights; Managing 
Sound Levels; Leadership, Mentors, and Professional Development; and The Job Search and Interview.

A set of questions serve as the bookends for the beginning and end of each chapter. The introductory “To 
Guide Your Reading” questions quickly preview the goals of the chapter. The “Activities/ Assignments for 
Further Exploration” offer suggestions for class assignments, discussion, and individual projects.

Multimedia Features www.routledge.com/ cw/ Feldman

Instrumental Music Education provides robust multimedia materials, which include numerous teaching 
and learning tools for instructor and student.

The companion website has several special features:

• Instructional videos filmed with high school, college, and community concert bands. The instructional 
videos were born from our frustration with the inevitable disconnect between reading about a technique 
and trying to imagine how it would work in real life. Having a description in prose is important, but 
we knew we could write at great length and still never achieve the clarity of a four- minute video on the 
same subject. We have provided various methods for addressing musical issues that arise in rehearsal, 
though we also feel it is important to develop variations, extensions, and additions for these methods.

• Over 100 pedagogy videos for instruments, performed by professional players and teachers.
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• More than 220 rhythm flashcards, plus letters and forms discussed in the text.
• 50 tracks of acoustically pure drones and demonstration exercises for use in rehearsals, sectionals, and 

lessons.
• Additional topics on “The Job Search and Interview” and “The Rehearsal Toolkit,” which include “How 

to Practice,” presented by Dr. Lynn Hileman (West Virginia University) and “Rhythmic Alteration and 
Practice Planning,” presented by Matthew McClure (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill).

• Look for the companion website icon throughout the text: 

The process of writing this text remains an incredibly rewarding experience. Our dear colleague Professor 
Daniel Huff summarizes the importance of what we all do: “We approach music and education as being 
an intrinsic part of a basic human need to create or pass along the culture we share; as being part of a com-
munity of practitioners who believe that music- making and teaching includes acquiring personal skills 
and experiences making music, as well as a deep understanding of how and why people in different places 
and times express their world view through music.”

Best wishes, musically and otherwise,

Evan Feldman
Raleigh, NC

Ari Contzius
Wallkill, NY

Mitchell Lutch
Greeley, CO

Katarzyna (Kasia) Bugaj
Tallahassee, FL

May, 2020
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Sound– to– Symbol

To Guide Your Reading

What is “sound– to– symbol” and how does it differ from other teaching approaches used in the music 
 classroom?

What connections are there between music and language?

Why are these connections important when considering an approach to teaching music?

How does treating music as a language affect the way we teach it?

What are the fundamental principles of Suzuki, Kodály, Orff, and Gordon?

In what ways can competing sound– to– symbol theories co- exist and support each other in the classroom?

What are the common questions, confusions, and misconceptions people have concerning these teaching 
approaches?

How can sound– to– symbol principles be integrated with non- sound– to– symbol curriculums and 
method texts?

Consider the structure of many beginning instrumental music programs:  After students choose their 
instrument, the first lessons cover how to hold it, how to shape an embouchure, where to place the fin-
gers, how to produce an initial tone, how to read simple rhythms, how to hold a bow, and how to apply 
correct fingerings. Students are shown a whole note, told it contains four quarter notes and gets four beats, 
and are then asked to play that note, usually on the easiest tone to produce. More rhythms and notes are 
introduced until students are prepared for simple melodies, which they read using their newly learned 
knowledge about notation and fingerings.

Conservatories and professional orchestras are filled with exceptional musicians who are products of 
this system. Nevertheless, traditional method books may not reflect the way people naturally learn music, 
which many educational theorists argue parallels language learning. This is a process that begins with 
learning to speak and only then moves on to learning to read. This is often called “sound– to– symbol,” or 
“sound before sign,” because it emphasizes aural recognition and understanding as precursors to theoret-
ical knowledge and reading skills.

 

 

 

 



4 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

As we will see in Chapter 5, sound– to– symbol is not a new concept. Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746– 
1827), the Swiss educational reformer, Hans Georg Nägeli (1773– 1836), Pestalozzi’s disciple, Sarah Ann 
Glover (1785–1867), the first developer of the sol-fa system, and John Curwen (1816–1880), the English 
minister who refined it, all advocated similar philosophies. Yet somehow, at least in American public 
school instrumental music education, it remains on the periphery.

In the twentieth and twenty- first centuries, at least five music education philosophies reflect the sound– 
to– symbol approach: Kodály, Suzuki, Orff, Gordon’s Music Learning Theory, and Dalcroze Eurhythmics 
(which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2). These music philosophies rely on three basic assumptions, 
all of which are connected in some way to spoken language:

 1. Nearly everybody acquires the ability to speak without the benefit of formal training.
 2. The processes of acquiring language and music parallel each other in key ways.
 3. One of the most important steps in learning language or music is experiencing it and doing it.

The Connection between Language and Music

Despite Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s observation that it is the universal language, music is not tech-
nically classified as one. But perhaps it does not have to be a language in order to act like one. This is why 
sound– to– symbol philosophies assume a strong connection between language and music. This is common 
sense to many musicians, and the fields of linguistics, cognitive evolutionary science, and neuroscience are 
finding increasing evidence to support the connection.

Famed linguist Noam Chomsky was inspired by children’s innate ability to learn complex linguistic 
skills on their own, a process he called “linguistic competence.”1 Marveling over their ability to produce 
gram matically correct sentences they had never before heard, he postulated that all children are born with 
“formal universals”— genetically encoded rules that operate in all languages.2

Leonard Bernstein seized upon this idea and makes a case for a musical version of it in his 1973 lecture 
series at Harvard, The Unanswered Question. In searching for a musical grammar that explains how we 
innately hear music, Bernstein painstakingly applies Chomsky’s grammatical rules to musical analogues, 
a process he admits is only “quasi- scientific.”3

Bernstein’s Musical– Linguistic Analogues

musical motive ⇨ noun
chord or harmony ⇨ adjective
rhythm ⇨ verb

Though they break down if we dig too deeply, Bernstein’s analogies are food for thought as we work to 
establish a meaningful language– music connection. Fortunately, cognitive evolutionary research and brain 
research pick up the argument where poetic reasoning leaves off. Although the brain’s music and language 
systems seem to operate independently, they share neurobiological origins in the same regions.4 This helps 
explain how music shares several features with speech. Among them:

 1. A set of grammatical and syntactical rules that govern a hierarchy of how structures (words, notes, etc.) 
are ordered and arranged.

 2. Memorized “representations”— In the case of language, these representations are words and their 
mean ings; in the case of music, these representations are melodies.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

Music and language share important brain processes that interpret rhythmic structure.5 For example, 
both music and speech group sound into patterns called phrases. There is also evidence of overlap in how 
the brain processes the boundaries between phrases.6

A study published in the Journal of Neuroscience, by Dr. Nina Kraus, showed not only that rhythm is 
related to language, but also that rhythm skills developed through music lead to strong language skills. 
Dr. Kraus measured how well a group of 100 teenagers were able to tap their fingers to a beat. She found 
that musically trained subjects who were best able to tap the pulse also showed enhanced neural response 
to language. According to Kraus, “It turns out that kids who are poor readers have a lot of difficulty doing 
this motor task and following the beat. In both speech and music, rhythm provides a temporal map with 
signposts to the most likely locations of meaningful input.”7

As described by Aniruddh D. Patel in his book, Music, Language, and the Brain, the brain also seems 
to process melodic contours in music and language in a similar way.8 If we examine the makeup of those 
contours closely, we find that both music and language share a predominance of small intervals between 
pitches,9 something that could be explained by the physiological limitations of the human voice. But 
studies by Patel, Iversen, and Rosenberg (2006) reveal characteristics in the music of countries that reflect 
the tonal patterns of those countries’ languages.10 The study found that English speech patterns appear 
in English music and French speech patterns appear in French music11— and these are differences that 
cannot be explained by physical characteristics of the French and English people. One explanation could 
be that composers regularly borrow text from their native language, and the text’s patterns naturally find 
their way into their music (i.e., folk music). But Patel rejects this, pointing out that speech is reflected in 
many musical works that are not connected to folk music. Instead, he suggests that the connection could 
be more direct, that “implicit learning of prosodic patterns in one domain (ordinary speech) influences the 
creation of rhythmic and tonal patterns in another domain (instrumental art music)”.12

What about grammar and syntax? With language, rules and memory are controlled by different parts of 
the brain.13 Recently, neuroscientists Robbin A. Miranda and Michael T. Ullman discovered that musical 
rules (defined as notes that stay properly within a given tonality) and memory show the same dichotomy. 
They found that memory for words and melodies share one part of the brain, and rules for language and 
music share another.14

Cognitive scientist Steven Pinker would probably dismiss these as happy coincidences. He famously 
dismissed music as “auditory cheesecake”15— something that developed without any clear evolutionary 
basis. Music, he argued, was a “spandrel,” a byproduct of other evolutionary forces. It just happened to 
exploit pleasure channels that likely developed to reinforce linguistic communication. Pinker writes:

As far as biological cause and effect are concerned music is useless. It shows no signs of design for 
attaining a goal such as long life, grandchildren, or accurate perception and prediction of the world. 
Compared with language, vision, social reasoning, and physical know- how, music could vanish from 
our species and the rest of our lifestyle would be virtually unchanged.16

But Pinker’s assessment has been disputed. Even if Pinker’s evolutionary history is correct, the rela-
tionship between music and language is evidently hardwired. Further, some argue that rather than 
being a byproduct of language, music actually helps prepare the mind for cognitive and social activities. 
Neuroscientist Daniel Levitin writes:

The fact that music lacks specific referents makes it a safe symbol system for expressing mood and 
feelings in a non- confrontational manner. Music processing helps infants to prepare for language; it 
may pave the way to linguistic prosody, even before the child’s developing brain is ready to process 
phonetics. Music for the developing brain is a form of play, an exercise that invokes higher- level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

integrative processes that nurture exploratory competence, preparing the child to eventually explore 
generative language development through babbling, and ultimately more complex linguistic and 
paralinguistic productions.17

A child’s first exposure to spoken language comes from all around them— from their parents, siblings, 
television, radio, stories that are read to them, and more. A baby utters her first words even though no one 
formally taught her how to say anything. The child simply imitates something she has already heard. She 
experiences it and then does it herself. Soon she associates these sounds with specific objects and people. 
“Dada” becomes a way to reference the father, “Mama” refers to the mother, and so on. The child com-
municates with her limited vocabulary, eventually combining words into phrases and sentences. Using 
the building blocks of vocabulary and phrases acquired from her parents, she soon speaks sentences she 
has never heard before. The child also extracts rules from what she has acquired and applies them to new 
sentences and additional vocabulary. After spoken language acquisition, the child begins to associate 
words with printed symbols, enabling reading and writing.

The memory children use to acquire vocabulary is powerful. In their first ten years children learn to 
recognize and understand an average of 2,000 words a year (over five each day).18 What makes this 
 memorization possible is context. Children learn words by relating sounds to their meaning. As noted 
reading theorist Frank Smith writes, “Only nonsense is difficult to memorize.”19

Notice what is absent from this process: Parents do not teach their children to read and say the alphabet 
in order to speak. Imagine a mother exhorting her child: “This is a ‘b.’ Say ‘buh’!” OR “Say ‘c’ with a soft 
sound. Now with a ‘k’ sound!”

Surely it would be ridiculous to expect a toddler to learn how to read and write before he learns how to 
speak! Yet this is exactly how most music method books teach. Students learn to read notation before they 
can “speak” music through simple melodies, and they learn the musical alphabet (i.e., individual notes and 
scales) before they learn musical words and sentences (i.e., melodies and phrases). This effectively teaches 
students to read music before they understand what they are reading.

Emphasizing musical words rather than letters (individual notes) has advantages from a reading point 
of view, too, for there is a limit to how much the brain can absorb at one time. In written language the 
limit is four or five random characters per second, which hardly seems sufficient for reading until one 
realizes we rarely read random individual letters.20 Rather, we read words comprising letters. And words 
are not usually grouped randomly, either. For example, in “Boys peanut crowded skim,” each word is easy 
to read, but the entire phrase takes time to absorb because the words are unrelated. “Boys eat peanuts 
quickly” has the same number of words, but is easy to comprehend because it makes sense— there is a 
context for each word.

Music works the same way:

• Notes are grouped into words, i.e. rhythmic and melodic patterns.
• Words are grouped into sentences with grammatical structure and context: Rhythm words are given 

meaning by pulse and meter; melodic words are given meaning through tonality and harmonic 
function.

Though this analogy may be apt, it is incomplete. Music teacher Eric Bluestine observes there is an 
extra step in learning music: “Children build a language vocabulary by associating words with things that 
they see, hear, touch, taste, and smell. On the other hand, children build a music vocabulary by hearing 
patterns, then singing or chanting them— and then naming them.”21 The extra step of naming is one of 
the keys to the Kodály, Suzuki, Orff, and Gordon approaches to teaching music.

 

 

 

 

 



7An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

For John M. Feierabend, a well-known advocate and teacher of sound-to-symbol, music literacy (i.e., 
music notation) should not be taught until students can show the following readiness skills:22

1. Comfortable and accurate singing skills (Tuneful).
2. Comfortable and accurate moving skills with the beat in metrical groupings of 2 and 3 (Beatful).
3. Expressive sensitivity (Artful).

Feierabend calls this being tuneful, beatful, and artful. He stops short of saying students must be musically 
fluent before learning notation, but he does suggest that “conversational” skills with rhythm and solfege 
syllables should precede the introduction of notation. The sound-to-symbol approach of this textbook 
echoes this. We believe students should be able to sing and move before they play their instruments and 
read, but that it is reasonable for there to be parallel streams of learning. In other words, the orchestra 
class might be reading and playing quarter notes D-Major while they are still learning to be conversa-
tional (i.e., no notation yet) on eighth notes in G-Major. Bottom line: experience the music via singing 
and moving, audiate the sounds, and then converse before using decoding skills to read the notation. And, 
as Feierabend suggests, always do so musically. It’s simply not enough to sing or play the correct notes and 
rhythms unless it is done with expression, intention, and beauty.

Though an exhaustive discussion is beyond the scope of this text, the sections below present an intro-
duction to each of these three approaches. In later chapters we present a more in- depth discussion of how 
to use sound– to– symbol teaching in the classroom.

An Introduction to Kodály

Zoltán Kodály’s philosophy of music education grew out of a study of Hungarian folk music that he 
under took in 1905, when he began collecting and analyzing samples of traditional music. Examples 
of these soon appeared in Kodály’s own compositions— from the direct quotations in his folk song 
arrangements with piano and children’s choral music— to the harmonies language and style that infused 
his instru mental music.

Authentic, high- quality folk music is central to Kodály’s philosophy. After studying their linguistic 
forms, he realized that the entire tradition of Hungarian peasant music was in danger of becoming for-
gotten amidst urbanization. He believed music education was a way to protect the long- term survival of 
the Hungarian musical tongue and provide a gateway into other music traditions. As the noted Kodály 
educators Houlahan and Tacka write, “When children gain knowledge of different musical repertoires 
beginning with music of their own community and expanding to include music of other communities as 
well as art music they are in a position to become stewards of their cultural legacy.”23

Kodály also believed folk music supports the physical, developmental, and psychological needs of 
 children. For over forty years he worked with other researchers and educators to develop a system for 
Hungary’s teachers. Since then teachers in many countries, including the United States, have adapted 
these ideas to fit their own culture.24

The classic principles that tie Kodály to the sound– to– symbol approach include the following:

• Experience comes before notation.
• Students should be grounded in the folk music of their culture.
• Melodic and rhythmic patterns are employed to teach the musical language that appears in 

folk music.
• Singing games and movement exercises aid musical development.

  

 

 

 



8 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

Kodály was adamant about the importance of sound-to-symbol. “We should not allow anyone even to 
go near an instrument until he or she can read and sing correctly. This is our only hope that one day our 
musicians will be able to “sing” on their instruments.” 25

Other principles of Kodály include:

• Use only the highest quality music.
• Music belongs to everyone, not just the elite.
• Musical experiences should begin in early childhood.
• Children should regularly listen to music and engage in activities that make connections between folk 

music and art music.
• A cappella singing is the foundation of any music learning, even instrumental.
• Literacy is the primary means for musical independence.
• Use of relative solfege syllables.
• Use of rhythm syllables. (Unlike the solfege syllables, the original Kodály rhythm syllables are not 

relative; instead, each syllable refers to a specific notational duration. For example, “tah” refers to a 
quarter note. Today, some Kodály teachers use syllables that adapt to the beat pulse, no matter how it 
is notated. Chapter 2 contains a more thorough discussion of these variations.)

• A child- centered learning sequence.26

An Introduction to Orff’s Schulwerk

As with most of the philosophies outlined in this chapter, Schulwerk introduces music to children in a 
way that is holistic and natural, and reflects how they learn language. The principles of Schulwerk (in 
German, “school work” or “schooling”) were created by Carl Orff (1895– 1982) in the 1920s with Dorothee 
Günther at the Güntherschule, in Munich. The Güntherschule, which was established for music, dance, 
art, and theater students to integrate their craft, became a testing ground for Orff ’s ideas—   musicians were 
encouraged to improve their dance skills, and dancers worked to develop their musicianship. Schulwerk 
employs what Orff called “elemental” music- making, meaning that instruments, songs, and activities are 
simple, natural, and close to a child’s sense of play and imagination.27 Orff and Günther believed that chil-
dren would better learn new concepts— music, in this case— if they felt comfortable in their environment. 
Schulwerk is widely used today in elementary schools and with mentally and physically handicapped 
children, though its ideas apply to any group.

Schulwerk’s approach emphasizes active music- making and improvising, using singing, instruments, 
speech, drama, and movement. By emphasizing group activities, it develops cooperation, confidence, and 
social learning.28 Orff ’s pedagogical approach has been adapted across the world, each adaptation incorp-
orating indigenous chants, games, songs, folk songs, and proverbs to make the experience authentic. Again, 
it is important to note that Orff ’s Schulwerk is about performing music in a community, expressing one-
self, and working with others, and less about developing technical proficiency on an instrument.

Orff considered percussive rhythm to be a natural form of expression, and thus a key to unlocking 
each child’s expressive potential. Ostinati are used to imitate, improvise, and express harmony. Rhythmic 
chants, from speech patterns, are also played on body percussion and small idiophones, such as xylophones, 
marimbas, glockenspiels, and metallophones. These instruments project well, are easily moved, and natur-
ally incorporate movement into their playing.

  

 

 

 

 

 



9An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

Melodies are built from the pentatonic scale, beginning with a 5- 3 melodic kernel, which is then 
expanded to include the sixth scale degree (e.g.,  5̂ -6 ˆ  -5̂ - 3̂). Eventually, scale degrees 1̂ -2̂ complete the 
pentatonic scale, followed by 4̂ and 7̂ to complete the diatonic scale.

Performance skills begin with spontaneous exploration and progress through imitation, guided 
exploration, improvisation, and composition. Orff is explicit about encouraging rote learning and imi-
tation as a way of getting students to make music. In Orff, as in Suzuki and Gordon, students later learn 
literacy, note- reading, and solfege, though Orff ’s methods do not prescribe any particular approach to 
doing so.

An Introduction to Suzuki

Though he did not use the term “sound– to– symbol,” Shin’ichi Suzuki nevertheless championed a system 
of music education that embodies many of its principles. After developing his philosophies in 1940s Japan 
and introducing them to the United States in the 1950s and 1960s, Suzuki’s method became synonymous 
with private string music education. Yet it made few inroads into most American public school music 
classrooms.

Trained as a classical violinist, Suzuki believed music education should parallel language acquisition. 
Indeed, he called his method the “Mother Tongue Approach.”29 The impetus for his ideas was a Chomsky- 
like observation: that young children learn to comprehend and speak complex languages without formal 
training. Suzuki observed that nobody corrects the grammar of a toddler’s first sentences; nobody restricts 
what a toddler first utters to conform to a preset curriculum; nobody asks a toddler to practice speaking 
on his own; and nobody expects a toddler to write and read before he can talk. Instead, Suzuki believed 
parents should encourage their child’s ability to speak, and do so without judging.

Suzuki believed the same lessons should apply to teaching music. Initially, he used his ideas only with 
violin, but they are transferable to every instrument. Called “Talent Education,” the basic tenets of his 
philosophy include:

 1. Begin music study early: Suzuki suggests children should begin playing violin at age three, but says 
they should start listening to recordings and other performers even earlier.

 2. Listen regularly and often to the music that is being studied and will be studied. Suzuki firmly believed 
that listening is an essential part of acquiring language and music skill.

 3. Take lessons, and have parents directly involved with daily practicing— guiding, encouraging, and even 
playing. In the same way that students still use their first words even when practicing advanced ones, 
Suzuki believed students should keep practicing their first pieces even when they have progressed to 
more difficult literature.

 4. Everything the child plays should be memorized, and no notation should be introduced for up to 
three years. Again, Suzuki sets up an analogy to language acquisition: Children do not learn to read or 
write until many years after they have begun speaking and understanding. Everything a child says is 
memorized!

 5. Learning notation is a process of association: A child should first see the written music after the piece 
has been memorized, and at that point will begin to associate the sound with its notation.30

Suzuki was a pioneer in recognizing and encouraging children’s innate musical abilities. More recently, 
a growing body of research pioneered by Edwin Gordon in the 1980s expanded upon his ideas and linked 
“Talent Education” to contemporary educational psychology.

  

 

 



10 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

An Introduction to Music Learning Theory

Sound itself is not music. Sound becomes music through audiation, when as listening in language 
you translate sounds in your mind and give them meaning.31

If Suzuki is the philosopher of sound– to– symbol instruction, concerned as much with children’s personal 
development as he is their musical development, and Kodály is the historically minded sociologist, dedi-
cated to children’s musical and psychological development through the preservation of their ancestors’ 
musical traditions, then Edwin Gordon is the scientist. His approach is based on his own extensive 
research on how American children learn. In his seminal work, Learning Sequences in Music, Gordon out-
lines the stages through which children progress when they learn music. Like Suzuki, Gordon emphasizes 
that the ability to read is not the same as the ability to comprehend.32

Gordon proposes a musical counterpart to language comprehension: audiation. Audiation takes place 
when we assimilate and comprehend in our mind music that we have just heard or have heard performed 
in the past. Audiation also takes place when we assimilate and comprehend in our mind’s ear music that 
we may or may not have heard but are reading in notation or are composing or improvising.33

As the quote at the beginning of this section suggests, Gordon stresses the importance of audiation 
and comprehension over just reading (or “decoding”). His research, along with work by Richard Grunow 
and Christopher Azzara, has been influential in showing how traditional teaching does not reflect how 
children learn music. Gordon writes:

We audiate music and we read and write notation. Unless we can audiate what we read and write in 
notation, we cannot give musical meaning to notation. We are “faking” as we are reading notation. 
If we cannot audiate, at best all we can do is try to decode notation. Reading notation should not be 
an act of decoding, it should be an act of audiation. For many young pianists who cannot audiate, for 
example, the piano keyboard represents nothing musical. The keys become another set of musically 
meaningless symbols which activate the decoding process. Without audiation, notation can reveal 
little. Notation is intended only to assist us in recalling in audiation what we have already perceived 
and audiated.34

Here is a linguistic analogy: An English speaker can read Spanish by sounding out the words but will 
still have no idea what the words mean— i.e., he will not audiate their meaning. For Gordon, audiation 
is a fundamental skill students must have before learning “executive skills” (e.g., embouchure, bow hold, 
fingerings, articulations) and theory (e.g., reading printed note names and rhythmic patterns).35

Gordon describes two types of learning:  discrimination and inference. Discrimination learning is 
the ability to “discriminate among pitches and durations”36 — not simply individual notes, but tonal 
(melodic) and rhythmic (durational) patterns. In discrimination learning students are aware they are 
being taught but do not fully understand what they are learning. Imitation is a crucial component. 
Inference learning usually begins later, when students essentially teach themselves. They use their 
vocab ulary from discrimination learning to understand— or infer— the meaning of unfamiliar tonal 
and rhythmic patterns.37

Echoing Suzuki’s method, but breaking the process down into more detail, Gordon proposes five stages 
of learning:

Aural/ Oral— Students learn to recognize a pattern by hearing it (aural) and performing it (oral). Teacher 
presents (sing and play) patterns to students, who repeat those patterns (sing and play).

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

Verbal Association— Students connect the sound patterns they learned in the aural/ oral stage with syl lables, 
essentially naming the patterns to give them external meaning. Teacher presents the same patterns as 
before, but now with syllables. Students repeat the patterns with the syllables.

Partial Synthesis— Students connect sounds with their syntax and meaning and begin to hear individual 
patterns as part of a meaningful series. At this stage the goal is not for students to recognize the indi-
vidual patterns themselves, but rather to recognize the tonality and meter of patterns when they are 
grouped together. By doing so, students demonstrate they understand the musical meaning of these 
patterns in tonal and rhythmic contexts.

Symbolic Association— Students associate sounds and syllables with visual symbols (notation). Teacher 
presents the previous patterns and syllables along with the corresponding notation. Students do not 
read, but rather learn to associate a symbol with what they are already performing.

Composite Synthesis— Students audiate tonality and meter at the same time they read or write a series 
of tonal and rhythmic patterns. Teacher presents the notation of familiar patterns, with and without 
syllables. Students read and perform these patterns without the syllables (i.e., sing, then play).38

Sequence is crucial in Music Learning Theory. For example, if a student has not mastered aural/ oral 
for a specific pattern or concept, he should not progress to verbal association using that pattern. However, 
students can be at different stages for different patterns. They might be symbolically associating some 
patterns while learning a new batch in the aural/ oral stage.

To some, Music Learning Theory is inflexible in its strict sequencing. In practice it is easily combined 
with other philosophies and adapted for classroom teaching.

A Contemporary Approach to Kodály

Recently, Micheál Houlahan and Philip Tacka re- examined Kodály’s traditional teaching in the context 
of educational psychology and learning models. They took contemporary research questions (i.e., What 
teaching sequence best reflects the way people naturally learn music?) and combined it with the well- 
developed curriculum of traditional Kodály. Their model includes three phases: cognitive, associative, and 
assimilative.

Cognitive Phase

This is based on research and gestalt principles that show students initially perceive music in patterns 
rather than individual notes. The cognitive phase involves teaching songs that contain essential melodic 
and rhythmic patterns. These patterns are later extracted and used as the basis for singing other songs 
and learning more complex patterns.39 Repetition, performance without nota tion, and movement activ-
ities strengthen musical memory and prepare for literacy. Houlahan and Tacka40 also suggest some of the 
following kinesthetic activities:

 1. Conduct while singing.
 2. Clap or pat the pattern while performing it.
 3. Perform a song while pointing to an image of the rhythm.
 4. Clap the rhythm while singing in the “inner ear.”
 5. Perform a song while pointing to an image of its melodic contour.
 6. Use hand motions to show the direction of a melodic line.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

The next step is to use questions to develop students’ aural awareness about the songs and patterns they 
learn:41

 1. On which beats does the target rhythm appear?
 2. How many articulations appear on beat 3?
 3. Where is the highest part of the phrase?
 4. On which beats does the target melody occur?

Next, introduce a visual element, though not through traditional notation. Students write personal 
repre sentations of the sounds they hear and perform. This allows teachers to gauge by the class under-
standing of the material and gives students time to make connections between what they hear and what 
it looks like.42 For example:

 1. Write the rhythm using rhythm syllables.
 2. Write a visual representation using horizontal lines, vertical lines, and shapes; encourage students to 

develop a personal system that accounts for pulse, duration, and the number of sounds per beat (e.g., 
eighth notes = 2, sixteenth notes = 4).

 3. Write the solfege symbols for a melodic pattern.
 4. Write a visual graph of the duration and contour of each note in a melody.43

For beginners, these activities precede regular notation. Students are taught patterns using rhythmic 
and solfege syllables, and eventually they recognize the patterns in familiar songs without the syllables. 
The three- pronged approach recognizes there are different types of learners in the classroom: Kinesthetic, 
aural, visual, and mixed.44

Associative Phase

In this phase the teacher guides students to associate the pattern with its rhythm or solfege syllables, and 
then with its regular notation.

Assimilative Phase

The final phase is separated into three stages:

 1. Students aurally and visually recognize the new pattern in familiar and new contexts.
 2. Students practice the new pattern with old ones.
 3. The instructor assesses understanding of the new pattern.45

In many ways Gordon’s Music Learning Theory and Houlahan/ Tacka/ Kodály are kindred spirits, as 
they share a Pestalozzian sound– to– symbol heritage. There are notable differences, however. For example, 
Gordon and Kodály use rhythm syllables that reflect conflicting philosophies about the structure of 
rhythm (to be discussed in Chapter  2). Music Learning Theory and Kodály also emphasize different 
melodic patterns (though both use examples that are easy to sing and have no semitones). Music Learning 
Theory’s patterns revolve around primary harmonies. Gordon bases this on research that suggests children 
learn pitches in relation to tonality and syntax. As noted educator Eric Bluestine puts it, students audiate 
syntax rather than phonology.46

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

The Kodály system is less concerned with tonality and harmony. Instead, it employs pentatonic patterns 
of the kind found in folk music, the idea being that these patterns are easy to sing and are the building 
blocks of children’s music from around the globe. Kodály would teach do– mi– sol– la– sol, while Music 
Learning Theory would avoid the mixture of mi, sol, and la (at least initially) because it implies both tonic 
and subdominant harmony. Kodály himself writes:

Nowadays it is no longer necessary to explain why it is better to start teaching music through the 
pen tatonic tunes:  First, it is easier to sing in tune without having to use semitones, second, the 
musical thinking and the ability to sound the notes can develop better using tunes which employ 
leaps rather than stepwise tunes based on the diatonic scale often used by the teacher.47

For Kodály, pentatony is the key to many world musics, from ancient Gregorian chant to Chinese folk 
music to Debussy.48

Kodály and Gordon also have different perspectives about when to introduce notation. Kodály 
introduces it systematically as students learn patterns and develop their ears, in the firm belief that reading 
and writing music are absolutely central to music literacy. Music Learning Theory, on the other hand, 
holds that notation should initially be used in the same way we use written language with children who 
cannot read. Just as a child follows along with the pictures and text of a bedtime story, a student could 
watch sheet music while they echo the teacher’s singing.

Eclecticism and Hybridization

All three philosophies emphasize singing before playing, a structured learning sequence, the use of pitch 
and rhythm syllables as a precursor to notation, the introduction of notation after students are comfortable 
performing patterns and songs, and the development of the mind’s ear (Gordon calls it audiation; Kodály 
calls it inner hearing). Kodály and Gordon also share a belief of the importance of learning to sing mel-
odies, whether it be folk music (for Kodály) or well- known tunes (for Gordon). Indeed, in the big picture, 
Suzuki, Kodály, and Gordon agree more than they disagree. As John M. Feierabend, Professor of Music 
at the Hartt School of Music, writes, “Whether a teacher attempts a thorough integration or adapts only 
the learning sequence activity aspects of Music Learning Theory into a Kodály approach, the students 
will benefit.”49 Moreover, though Music Learning Theory is often considered a rigid teaching method, 
in reality it is a tightly struc tured teaching theory. The method is a flexible reflection of that theory. Eric 
Bluestine observes, “Since there’s no one right way to design a method based on Music Learning Theory, 
a music curriculum may take one of many possible forms. One can, for instance, write a music curriculum 
that combines Music Learning Theory with Orff and Kodály activities.”50

In The Eclectic Curriculum in American Music Education, Polly Carder writes that American music 
educators have long borrowed from diverse sources:

From Lowell Mason’s course of musical instruction based on theories of Pestalozzi (who in turn had 
been influenced by Rousseau), to the present complex music curriculums in schools and universities, 
Americans have seen fit to adopt or adapt and develop any useful educational concept . . . The basic 
ideas on which successful teaching methods are built seldom are entirely new, nor do good ideas, as 
a rule, come to only one person . . . The fact that an idea has recurred again and again in educational 
practice indicates that it is worthy of our consideration. New and different approaches to persistent 
problems may result from creative application of an old idea.51
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El Sistema

Unlike the other topics in this chapter, El Sistema is a movement and a program. It does not necessarily 
prescribe a particular sequence of teaching or a model for how children learn. Rather, it heralds the power 
of learning music and playing in a large ensemble as a force for social change. El Sistema was founded 
by José Antonio Abreu in Venezuela in 1975 as an antidote to poverty and violence. Western classical 
music was not particularly well- developed in Venezuelan education at the time, but Abreu began with 15 
students studying in his garage and developed it into a national, government- funded system that targets 
socially and economically disadvantaged students.52

El Sistema programs are built around a local “nucleo,” or music center, that serves as a safe haven for 
developing friendships, self- esteem, artistic talent, and citizens who are responsible, contributing, and 
happy.53 Orchestras are the core of every nucleo, and students participate in a developmentally appropriate 
large ensemble as soon as possible. Peer instruction and group learning is heavily emphasized to develop 
ownership and community. Younger students begin with movement and expression, learn recorder or per-
cussion by age 5, and choose a wind or string instrument by age 7.54

Venezuela has a national music curriculum, but local nucleos are free to adapt it to their needs. Repertoire 
is a mixture of Western classical masterworks, Latin American classical pieces, and Venezuelan folk 
music.55 Students often revisit pieces multiple times in their careers (albeit in more difficult versions as 
their skill improves). Rehearsals are intense and extensive, with sectionals bolstering the goal of perfecting 
orchestral parts. Older students typically lead sectionals and teach private lessons to younger students.56

El Sistema sessions include private lessons and sectionals, but the emphasis is on large group rehearsal 
and performance. Students are expected to spend several hours at the nucleo nearly every day of the 
week. El Sistema’s philosophy calls for frequent performance, even starting at an early age.57 Parents are 
taught how to support learning, and some even participate in parent musical ensembles. Many El Sistema 
teachers and leaders are graduates, increasing the sense of ownership and community.

Today in Venezuela, over 500,000 children participate free of charge, some as young as 2 years old. 
Gustavo Dudamel, Music Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, is a celebrated graduate of El 
Sistema and one of its most passionate advocates in Venezuela and the United States.

Modeling

Modeling— when a teacher demonstrates a desired behavior or skill— is a well- established technique that 
studies have repeatedly shown to be effective.58 Although the cognitive processes in play vary, modeling 
appears in social contexts (e.g., how parents teach children to behave and speak) and academic settings 
(e.g., how science teachers demonstrate a lab experiment.).59 Despite its effectiveness, music teachers 
model approximately 10– 25 percent of the time.60 This means that 75– 90 percent of the time teachers talk 
about music instead of making it. Perhaps some teachers are uncomfortable with demonstrating on their 
primary and secondary instruments. But to adapt an old adage, an aural picture from the teacher is worth 
a thousand of that teacher’s words.

In effective modeling, students generalize beyond one instance and apply the modeled skill to new and 
unfamiliar situations.61 As seen earlier in this chapter, modeling and rote teaching are integral to sound– 
to– symbol philosophies such as  Kodály, Suzuki, Orff, Gordon, and also El Sistema (the last one through 
social modeling).

It also follows Bruner’s and Gardner’s hierarchies of knowledge acquisition and representation:  As 
Warren Haston writes, “students should first interact with sound physically using their instruments but 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



15An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

without notation; then form internalized concepts of the sounds they are making; and then later use nota-
tion to help demonstrate understanding”.62 The stereotype of the Suzuki student who  performs well but 
barely reads music reflects teaching that does not follow through to learning the concept.

For effective modeling, Warren Haston suggests the following strategies:

• Choose a topic that is slightly out of reach of the group’s current ability (i.e., in the Zone of Proximal 
Development— see p. 222) Concentrate on one topic at a time: Model legato or crescendo, but not 
legato and crescendo at the same time.

• Avoid speaking about the concept, especially at first. Say that the legato tone has very connected notes, 
but do not describe exactly how to use one’s air, tongue, fingerings, etc. Modeling is constructivist, so 
students will translate for themselves what they hear and shape their response until it matches the 
model. This ultimately creates stronger learning. Thus, you should sing, play an instrument, and let the 
model speak for itself. Use whatever best conveys what you are trying to teach.

• Use call- and- echo. This differs from the classic jazz call- and- response, in which the call is answered by 
a different but complementary response.

Haston also suggests the following procedure for modeling. It relates closely to the procedures laid out by 
Kodály and Gordon.

Example: Modeling Accents

 1. First, model the opposite of accents. For example, play four long quarter notes on a single pitch and 
have students echo using call- and- echo. Once students succeed at this, play four accented quarter notes 
on the same pitch and have students echo. Repeat until most of the class succeeds, and speak only to 
point out differences or ask questions, such as “Are my notes more or less connected than yours? Which 
part of my note sounds different?” This is akin to learning what something is by first learning what 
it isn’t. Gordon’s Music Learning Theory (MLT) calls it discrimination learning. Notice, á la concept 
learning, how these questions lead students to discover, for themselves, the characteristics of the new 
concept.

 2. Second, notate the pattern you have just played on the board and explain the meaning of the accent 
symbol, where to place it, etc. Continue modeling and echoing the notated pattern, and eventually 
change pitches on the original rhythm (e.g., F– G– A– F instead of F– F– F– F); later, change the rhythm 
you model. MLT calls this symbolic association.

 3. Third, ask students to find examples of accents in their method book or concert music. This step 
separates modeling from rote teaching. Perform these examples as a class— first in isolation (e.g., one 
measure, or a few notes) and then in the context of a full phrase. It is important not to model the 
examples before the class attempts them. Students must decode new examples of accents for them-
selves. In MLT, this is called inference learning.64 If needed, reinforce the initial call- and- echo from 
#1 and #2. Otherwise, simply telling them how it goes may cause students to fail the next time they 
encounter the notation.

It is useful to understand Haston’s procedure for modeling— which is well- suited to the warm- up— 
but we can integrate effective modeling in other ways, too. If modeling accents in a passage, point out 
connections to other occurrences of accents the students know. In other words, do not model by rote. 
Explain how the notation informs how it should be played; how it resembles and differs from similar 
music in the same piece, or in other pieces. Ask students to notice these connections on their own, too, 
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and to identify and explain the differences between accented and unaccented notes. Do this informally 
and even without modeling the example yourself. If students misplay an unfamiliar accented passage, ask 
“Have you seen that articulation elsewhere in the piece? How did we treat the note there? How did we 
treat the note that came before it? Can you look ahead to Letter D and find another example we’ll play 
the same way?”

On Adopting Sound– to– Symbol in the Instrumental Class

Because sound– to– symbol is often different from traditional music education, it is bound to generate 
questions and skepticism from teachers, parents, students, and administrators.

Combine this with a resistance to the unfamiliar (“That’s not how I  learned to do it!”), a perceived 
pressure from parents and administrators to see students perform as soon as possible, and a lack of support 
at the middle school and high school level (who may view the beginning level as their feeder), and it may 
be difficult to adopt a new paradigm.

To those weaned on traditional method books, strict sound– to– symbol instruction may seem confus-
ing because there is no five- line staff in the initial stages of learning. Remember: the goal is to delay the 
introduction of notation so students can develop audiation skills and musical vocabularies.

In addition, some may argue that time spent on audiation, singing, and pattern acquisition could be 
better spent on embouchures and technique. Yet research shows that developing the musicianship skills 
associated with sound– to– symbol learning improves the mechanics of instrumental performance. In her 
1987 study, Patricia Ann Grutzmacher showed that:

... the use of harmonization and vocalization activities improved the melodic sight- reading skills 
of begin ning band students significantly more than a traditional method in which notes are indi-
vidually identified directly from notation and without harmonization and vocalization activities. 
[Emphasizing] a tonal conceptual approach in the instruction of beginning instrumental music 
students did not delay the development of technical skills as demonstrated by improved melodic 
sight- reading skills and by observations made by the researcher.63

Further, researchers generally agree that developing a sense of tonality contributes to the ability to read 
music and play in tune.64

In response to the question “How will Music Learning Theory help my students?,” music educator 
Scott Shuler writes:

A clarinetist who fails to notice that he is flatting “ti” in major tonality lacks the tonal skills necessary 
to hear his mistake; a trumpeter who transforms duple meter patterns into triplets lacks a clear sense 
of duple meter; a saxophonist who cannot sight- read a technically simple melody lacks the ability to 
generalize from tonal and rhythm patterns he has already learned to the new patterns encountered 
in the melody. Those problems are therefore appropriately classified as tonal, rhythm, and notational 
gen er alization problems, respectively. If Music Learning Theory is truly the process through which 
persons most efficiently learn tonal, rhythm, and notational skills, then it follows that the application 
of Music Learning Theory to instruction will enable the conductor to solve those problems most 
rapidly.65

Becoming a better singer is not the most direct path to becoming a trombonist, but it may be the 
most effective. The key with all of these strategies is to regularly incorporate them into the cur riculum. 

  

 

 

 



17An Introduction to Sound–to–Symbol

Audiating, singing, etc., should not be treated as special topics to be introduced once and then never 
addressed again.

Sound– to– symbol instruction gives students the ability to recognize and correct their own mistakes. 
Though this requires an upfront investment in time and energy, as audiation improves teachers will not 
need to micromanage what students play. Director- centered learning thus becomes student- centered 
learning, as the following examples show.

Director- centered— Teacher tells John he is sharp; John adjusts his tuning slide.
Student- centered— John audiates the sound of in- tune playing and recognizes that he is playing out of 

tune. He adjusts his slide until he is in tune.
Director- centered— Teacher catches Jennifer playing a B♮ instead of a B♭ and asks her to correct the note.
Student- centered— Jennifer recognizes that the B♮ does not fit the tonality of E♭ Major, notices her error 

and plays the correct note without intervention from the teacher.

Still, it may be difficult to combat the assumption that one must read music in order to play it. A com-
pelling counter- argument is to explain the analogy between music and spoken language and observe that 
we would not expect students to read aloud from a book before they could speak on their own. Some 
parents and administrators mistakenly assume that without printed music there can be no concerts during 
the first semester. Assure them that concertizing is still part of the cur riculum. Help them understand that 
sound– to– symbol instruction provides the same funda mental skills that allow jazz musicians to play an 
entire concert without looking at music.

As with the introduction of any new idea or methodology, accept the reality that some will object no 
matter how persuasively we argue, and that eventually the revolutionary methodology will become the 
“traditional” one.

An instant break away from the traditional approach is thus not recommended, especially if you 
are not the only teacher in the district. If the beginning instrumental program uses sound– to– symbol 
but the high school program does not, students may seem unprepared for high school, when in 
reality they are simply prepared for a different set of expectations. To be successful, change requires 
the cooperation of music administrators and teachers at all levels. Further, it should be phased in 
over several years so teachers, students, and parents can acclimate to new teaching approaches and 
expectations.

An increasingly extensive body of methods and materials is available to support a sound– to– symbol 
teaching approach:

• For a Kodály- based approach to high school theory classes:  Houlahan and Tacka, From Sound to 
Symbol: Fundamentals of Music. New York: Oxford University Press, 2009.

• For Music Learning Theory- based general music recorder instruction: Grunow, Gordon and Azzara. 
Jump Right In: The Instrumental Series— For Recorder. Chicago: GIA Publications, Inc., 1999.

• For Music Learning Theory- based wind, percussion, and string instruction:  Grunow, Gordon and 
Azzara. Jump Right In: The Instrumental Series— For Winds and Percussion. Chicago: GIA Publications, 
Inc., 2001. Froseth and Weaver. Do It! Chicago: GIA Publications, 1997. Grunow, Gordon, Azzara, 
and Martin. Jump Right In: The Instrumental Series— For Strings. Chicago: GIA Publications, Inc., 2002. 
Aldi-Snow, Lenore. Your Musical Voyage. New York: Snow Music Press, 2003.

It is also possible to incorporate sound– to– symbol techniques within a traditional approach. Though 
the overall sequence is important, the realities of teaching allow flexibility. As Bluestine writes: “In  theory, 
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learning should proceed sequentially; but real life doesn’t work that way. There is, after all, a difference 
between Music Learning Theory and music learning reality.”66

In other words, Music Learning Theory presents a sequential theory but does not define an absolute 
method. The overall tenets of sound– to– symbol can thus be integrated into nearly any method book, 
including Standards of Excellence (Kjos), Essential Elements (Hal Leonard), and the like. Richard Grunow, 
Professor of Music at the Eastman School of Music and co- author of the Jump Right In series, offers the 
following suggestions:

Suggestions for Applying Principles from Jump Right In:  The Instrumental Series to Instrumental 
Music Instruction, by Richard F. Grunow, Michael E. Martin, and Christopher D. Azzara (reprinted 
with permission)

Musicianship Skills for Teachers:

 1. Sing and perform on your instrument by ear 30– 40 melodies and bass lines for tunes commonly 
associated with beginning instrumental music instruction. Sing and play the tunes at musical 
tempos, with characteristic rhythms, and with connected and separated styles of articulation.

 2. Develop skills with a system of tonal syllables and rhythm syllables based on function, as 
opposed to note names or note values.

 3. Develop functional skills on a harmonic instrument (e.g., piano, guitar, and/ or autoharp) to per-
form accompaniments and to establish tonality, meter, and style for the students.

 4. Improvise to the melodies you have learned by singing and performing them on your instrument.

When Teaching Students:

 5. Teach students to sing and perform on instruments many melodies and bass lines by ear.
 6. Sing and play for students, not with students. Observe the students when they sing and play 

their instruments.
 7. Sing tonal syllables and chant rhythm syllables; do not speak tonal syllables or rhythm syllables.
 8. Play recordings that demonstrate exemplary musicianship and characteristic tone quality.
 9. Establish tonality and/ or meter before singing or playing.
 10.  Remind students to audiate what they are going to perform before they sing or perform on their 

instrument.
 11. Listen to each student sing and play something alone in each lesson.
 12. Spend the first three to six months playing by ear, before introducing music notation.
 13. Spend the beginning of every lesson or rehearsal playing by ear.
 14. Present the first concert without notation.
 15.  Make comparisons by teaching songs in both duple meter and triple meter. Also learn songs 

with other measure signatures (e.g., 58  and 78 ).
 16.  Make comparisons by teaching songs in both major tonality and minor tonality. Also learn 

songs in other tonalities (e.g., Dorian and Mixolydian).
 17. Teach students the proper names of tonalities (e.g., major/ minor), meters (e.g., duple/ triple), 

and functions (e.g., tonic/ dominant/ macrobeats/ microbeats), and how to recognize them by ear.
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Students Should:

 18. Sing first and then perform on their instruments.
 19. Move their bodies in a variety of ways to the music they are learning.
 20. Audiate the harmonic context of the music (e.g., resting tone, bass line, and harmonic functions).
 21.  Audiate the rhythmic structure of the music (e.g., macrobeats/ large beats and microbeats/ small 

beats).
 22. Take the preparatory breath in the tempo of the music before performing.
 23.  Develop a vocabulary of tonal and rhythm patterns that they can recognize by ear, perform, 

read, and write.
 24. Demonstrate proper posture, hand position, embouchure, and instrument position.
 25. Sing while placing fingers for the correct pitches on the instrument.
 26.  Develop musical independence right from the start. It is each student’s responsibility to play in 

tune and stay in tempo.
 27.  As much as possible, avoid placing tapes or dots on the fingerboards of string instruments. They 

may assist hand position; they do not assist audiation.
 28.  Play the same song in many keys; play the same song in many tonalities (major, minor, Dorian, 

Mixolydian, etc.).
 29. Play the same song in many meters (duple, triple, 58 , 78 , etc.).
 30. Improvise.

It is in the spirit of this pedagogical flexibility that we offer an approach for teaching rhythm, melody, 
tonality, and harmony in subsequent chapters— ideas that do not adhere strictly to a single viewpoint but 
rather are hybrids of other well- documented methods.

Activities/ Assignments for Further Exploration

1. How do you view the relationship between music and language? Do some of the connections seem 
stronger than others? Can you think of other ways in which music and language are similar or 
different?

2. If music can be taught in ways that are similar to a language, do you think there are other discip-
lines that could benefit from a similar approach?

3. The poet Longfellow famously said, “Music is the universal language of mankind.” Do you agree? 
If so, how can we account for the cross- cultural differences between musical styles?

4. Kodály insisted on the use of folk music as a way to learn one’s own musical culture. What are exam-
ples of folk music from your country? Is this repertoire familiar to children? Do you think it matters?

5. Suzuki believed that students should always revisit and practice materials from the early levels. Why 
do you think this is so?

6. Suzuki emphasized the importance of parent involvement in practicing. In what ways can this be 
achieved in public school instrumental settings?

7. According to Gordon, what stage(s) of learning would the following activities fall under?
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Learning a rhythm for the first time
Reading a piece of music for the first time
Improvising
Writing in the counts to a rhythm
Figuring out a melody successfully “by ear”

 8. What are the potential advantages of “hybridizing” different learning approaches? Potential 
dis advantages?
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Chapter 2

Teaching Rhythm and Rhythm Reading

Audiation, Pulse, Pattern, and Meter

To Guide Your Reading

What is the connection between movement and rhythm?

How can movement help our students internalize, feel, and understand rhythm better?

What is the difference between viewing rhythms as patterns (“words”) and individual notes (“letters”)?

How can the theories of sound– to– symbol be applied to teaching rhythm?

How can flashcards be used to teach students rhythmic patterns (i.e., rhythm words)?

What role does music theory play when learning rhythm notation?

What common problems do students encounter when learning rhythmic notation and time signatures?

With what techniques can we strengthen our students’ internal sense of subdivision?

What role do patterns have in developing reading abilities?

How do rhythm syllables help students learn rhythm?

What are the characteristics of an effective rhythm syllable system?

Education does not consist in creating faculties which the pupil does not possess, but rather in enab-
ling him to obtain the utmost possible benefit from those he does possess.1

Muscles were made for movement, and rhythm is movement. It is impossible to conceive a rhythm 
without thinking of a body in motion.2

Émile Jaques- Dalcroze
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Teaching rhythm to beginning instrumentalists is challenging, because to do it properly one must teach 
more than just the theory behind notation. Understanding proportional relationships between rhythmic 
values does little on its own to promote audiation and accurate performance of those rhythms. If the 
 processes of calculating and notating rhythmic values are to have musical meaning for students, we must 
first connect them kinesthetically to meter and rhythmic patterns, and only then develop their ability to 
audiate and read. Sound– to– symbol is a powerful ally in this since it stresses the importance of experien-
cing before doing; of “speaking” a language before learning to read it. Many of the techniques and strat-
egies in this chapter are particularly well suited for beginning band and orchestra students, but they are 
equally effective with advanced players.

These strategies could be criticized on the grounds that they relieve students of the burden of figuring 
something out for themselves. But as with language, students must learn rhythm by the way it feels and 
sounds, not by the way it looks. The role of notation then becomes clear: It is a symbolic representation 
and organization of what one already experiences.

Dalcroze, Rhythm, and Movement

Physical movement as a means to internalize rhythm was passionately advocated by Émile Jaques- 
Dalcroze (1865– 1950). While teaching at the conservatory in Geneva, Switzerland, Dalcroze developed 
his theory of “eurhythmics.” Underlying eurhythmics is the principle that all music- making comprises 
three types of activities:

 1. those that utilize the body/ muscular system to perceive rhythm
 2. those that utilize the ear to perceive sound
 3. those that utilize the voice to reproduce what we perceive.

Dalcroze believed that mature music- making involves all three elements, but that early on each one has 
to be developed separately.

No schoolmaster would set a child to draw something with which he was not familiar, and before 
he knew how to handle a pencil. Nor would he begin to teach him geography before, having learnt 
to walk and gesticulate, he had acquired an elementary sense of space; nor direct him to draw a map 
until he could not only handle a pencil and trace lines, but had also acquired both a sense of space 
and an idea of the lie of the country. No one can exercise several faculties at the same time before he 
has acquired, however crudely, at least one faculty.3

Dalcroze insisted that instrumental study should not precede rhythmic study and ear training.4 He believed the 
first faculty that develops is the muscular system’s perception of rhythm. The body is naturally rhythmic— 
from the beating of the heart, to the pace of the breath, to the meter of walking, to the conscious motion 
of limbs and fingers. He found that “heredity, environment, and maladjustment had buried or restrained” 
these instinctive forms of rhythm.5

Eurhythmics emphasizes a fundamental connection between rhythmic motion and physical motion. 
“Rhythm is movement,” Dalcroze wrote, and the physical experience of that motion is a prerequisite for 
musical consciousness.6 Jo Pennington explains it this way: Instead of saying, “I know,” students must first 
say “I have experienced.”7

  

 

 

 

 

 



25Teaching Rhythm and Rhythm Reading

Neuroscience and Rhythm

Science backs up Dalcroze’s connection between rhythm and movement. Research has shown that 
the part of the brain that guides movement is the same part that regulates timing and tracks the 
beat: the cerebellum.8 The cerebellum is one of the oldest structures in the brain, and in fact it is 
often called the “reptilian brain.” Neuroscientist Daniel J. Levitin points out that it also plays a role in 
reward, motivation, and emotion, and suggests there is a compelling evolutionary reason that move-
ment, rhythm, and emotion are neurally connected:

Not all emotional activities lead to motor movements, but many of the important ones do, and 
running is prime among them. We can run faster and far more efficiently if we do so with a 
regular gait— we’re less likely to stumble or lose our balance . . . And the idea that emotions 
might be bound up with cerebellar neurons makes sense too. The most crucial survival activ-
ities often involve run ning— away from a predator or toward escaping prey— and our ancestors 
needed to react quickly, instantly, without analyzing the situation . . . In short, those of our 
ancestors who were endowed with an emotional system that was directly connected to their 
motor system could react more quickly, and thus live to reproduce and pass on those genes to 
another generation.9

Interestingly, tonality and melody are controlled by a different brain area— the cerebral cortex. 
One of the fascinating features about the brain is that the ear simultaneously sends neural infor-
mation to both the cerebral cortex and the cerebellum. Our perception of music— physically, emo-
tionally, intellectually— is then created by how they process this information and bridge themselves 
together.10

Rhythm and movement permeate music beyond the durational patterns we typically think of as 
rhythms: Harmonic rhythm, melodic flow, phrasing, rhythm created by text, duration/ rhythmic nuances 
created by dynamics and articulations, even musical motion created by form and structure are all concepts 
for which students must say, “I have experienced!”11

Eurhythmic exercises encourage students to move freely and individualistically in a way that reflects 
the sounds to which they listen. In traditional Dalcroze, the teacher improvises to encourage spon-
taneous movements. “The mastery of muscular energy being essential for the perfect realization of 
rhythm, the muscles should be subjected separately and simultaneously to dynamic exercises, involving 
gradations of force, successive transitions, and sudden contrasts— likewise contrasting simultaneous 
contrasts.”12

Dalcroze developed his theories at a time when free- form interpretative dance was developing 
as a response to classical ballet. His ideas influenced a generation of world- class dancers, including 
Martha Graham. However, his goal was not to homogenize students’ movements.13 As Dalcroze him-
self writes:

A striking phenomenon in lessons in eurhythmics is the extreme diversity of individual movements 
on the part of those who do the same exercises together, to the same music. In other words, there 
are great differences of interpretation of the same musical rhythms by different persons. This variety 
corresponds exactly to the personal characteristics of the various pupils.14

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



26 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

To those who argue traditional instrumental education offers the same value, Dalcroze counters:

[I] t can be proved that a purely digital acquaintance with rhythmic values is inadequate. Movement 
is not simply a matter of time, but also of accent and direction . . . If you leave it entirely to 
the fingers to create motor images in the mind, these images will inevitably remain feeble and 
incomplete.15

The entire body must become a musical instrument, moving through space in representation of pulse, 
direction, subdivision, and flow.16 Exploring the biological connections among rhythm, timing, and 
movement is more than a touchy- feely teaching technique. It has significant implications for teaching 
rhythm and notation. Method books usually teach rhythmic notation from page one, treating it as a 
mathematical process. But if we consider the connections between movement and rhythm, experience and 
knowing, and language and music, this is clearly counterproductive.

Most students engage in a simple kind of movement: foot tapping. On its benefits, Daniel L. Kohut, 
author and respected music educator, writes:

The wind player, of course, cannot count aloud while playing. If he does not tap his foot, his only 
recourse is to count to himself. With beginners this usually results in their not counting at all. 
The teacher needs tangible proof that the student feels the beat. Foot tapping provides this evi-
dence . . . The teacher can read the results of the foot; he cannot read the student’s mind.17

Foot tapping also provides students with a way to keep track of upbeats and downbeats. Pedagogical 
use fulness aside, however, foot tapping supplements but does not replace other movement exercises. 
Tense or fatigued foot muscles often create an unsteady pulse, and since the foot only moves up and 
down there is no expression of meter. Further, recent research suggests that movements larger than 
just the foot are needed for the body to develop a connection with rhythm. Observe the foot tapping 
of young musicians and notice that their movement does not always synchronize with the pulse. Now 
watch the feet of profes sional musi cians: They rarely move at all because their sense of internal rhythm 
is so well developed. Even so, as long as foot tapping (or its less obtrusive cousin, toe tapping within the 
shoe) is not the “sole” way we ask students to move, it may help them externalize and strengthen their 
internal pulse.

To truly internalize a sense of rhythm students must experience the analogy between musical time and 
physical space. Moving to rhythm allows students to feel a constant pulse (the beat), create context and 
connections among individual durations (rhythmic patterns, or words), and experience those patterns 
within a hierarchical framework of strong and weak beats (meter).18

Using Movement in the Instrumental Music Classroom

A full- blown eurhythmics program is impractical for band and orchestra classes. First, Dalcroze suggested 
a eurhythmic education for students before they turn nine,19 which is before most students begin school- 
based instrumental instruction.20 Second, eurhythmics’ full- body, dance- like movements are unwieldy for 
rehearsal spaces filled with chairs, stands, and instruments. However, in his description of Music Learning 
Theory, Gordon shows that meaningful movement is feasible if it involves upper body motions— head, 
shoulders, arms, wrist, and upper torso.21

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



27Teaching Rhythm and Rhythm Reading

Here are a few strategies to incorporate these techniques into the instrumental music curriculum:

 1. Take baby steps when incorporating eurhythmics into the rehearsal— try only a few minutes at a time, 
and no more than once per session.

 2. Incorporate movement into the body of the rehearsal— not just for warmups. Whether fairly or not, 
students often treat warmups as chores to do before getting to the real music.

 3. Mix large and small group settings— some students respond to the psychological security of moving in 
a large group; others prefer the relative privacy of a lesson or sectional, when they do not perceive that 
their peers are judging them.

 4. Have a rehearsal (or part of one) without instruments, music stands, and chairs— this removes the dis-
traction and bulkiness of equipment and frees space for uninhibited movement.

Conducting as a Movement Exercise

Rhythmic movement exercises are not the same as conducting. The goal is not to articulate every pulse 
in an organized manner, but instead to experience the continuous flow of musical time. Gordon writes:

The model students observe does not include or even suggest “keeping time” by pausing between 
macrobeats or accenting macrobeats . . . Musical expression occurs between macrobeats, not on 
them . . . If anything, ballet motion is the rule, reference never being made to counting beats or 
musical time.22

In spite of Gordon’s warning, conducting can be used as a gateway exercise into expressive movement. 
Conducting can be framed as an athletic activity, and just as students enjoy moving in the context of 
baseball and basketball, conducting patterns are a non- threatening way of moving expressively under the 
guise of technique. Once the basic patterns are learned, encourage students to use them expressively by 
varying the size and intensity of the patterns depending on the dynamics and articu lations of the rhythms 
being performed. Eventually we use a bait and switch, ask students to conduct without beating, much in 
the same way conducting students are often asked to do: Take the right hand away, and just conduct the 
phrase, not only the beats. Progress gradually to full body movement, almost as a sort of stationary upper 
body dance.

Beyond Exercises— Expressive Moving while Performing

Motion helps to externalize internal expressiveness. In fact, it is difficult to be expressive without moving 
expressively. It is natural for a sports fan to throw his hands in the air while cheering a touchdown or for 
a debater to gesticulate with his hands when he makes an urgent point. We must draw similar expressive-
ness from musicians.

The lessons of Dalcroze and Gordon thus need not be confined to audiation and eurhythmics. 
Encourage students— even beginners— to move while they play, just as professional chamber players 
do:  Use the upper body to show breath, phrasing, and releases; move through a phrase; punctuate 
articulations, etc.

• Model for students ways to move expressively and retain good posture and technique while doing it.
• Show students examples from pop culture. Music videos and live performances from today’s main-

stream stars are filled with examples of movement.

 

 

 

 

 



28 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

Choosing a System of Rhythm Syllables

As we have seen with Gordon’s Music Learning Theory, one of the links between hearing a pattern 
and being able to read its notation is “verbal association,” which provides an aural label for a sound. For 
example, we may choose to label the rhythmic pattern “doo- doo- dooooooooo” as “Ti Ti Ta” or “1 and 
2.” Whichever system of syllables is used, that label applies whenever that pattern appears. In a sense it 
becomes that pattern’s name and a way to apply structure to rhythmic sounds. As seen later in this chapter, 
rhythm syllables are also used to decode unfamiliar rhythms that one does not already know.

There is no ideal system of rhythm syllables. Professor Bruce Dalby outlines four attributes of appro-
priate systems, and we have added a fifth:23

 1. It is based on how the rhythm sounds, not on how it is notated. Since enrhythmic figures sound iden-
tical to each other, they mean the same thing and should use the same syllables (e.g., 44  𝅘𝅥 = 60 |  

 sounds identical to 48  𝅘𝅥𝅮 = 60 |  ).
 2. Each unique metrical subdivision receives a unique syllable. For example, the syllable for the second of 

three subdivisions should be different from the syllable for the second of two subdivisions. Triple sub-
division means something different from duple subdivision, and the syllables should reinforce that.

 3. Its syllables are easy to say, chant, or sing.
 4. The system can express simple and complex rhythms.
 5. The system is suitable for use at multiple levels of education.

Here are four of the most common systems in use today:

The Classic Kodály Syllables

The Classic Kodály syllables (Figure 2.1) are most appropriate for elementary school settings. They do not 
display the level of sophistication required for complex rhythms. In this system, each syllable represents a 
specific note value rather than a relative relationship between notes and beats. For example, “ta” refers to a 
quarter note regardless of whether or not the quarter note receives the beat. This is useful for developing 
reading and dictation skills but is less compatible with a contemporary sound– to– symbol approach.

Takadimi

Proposed by Richard Hoffman, William Pelto, and John W. White, Takadimi syllables are beat- oriented rather 
than notation- oriented. No matter what note value is used in notation, “ta” always refers to the macrobeat and 
“di” always refers to a bisection of that macrobeat. Thus, 44   , with 𝅘𝅥 getting the pulse, 22  𝅗𝅥 𝅗𝅥 𝄀 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥, with 𝅗𝅥  
getting the pulse, and 68   with 𝅘𝅥  getting the pulse, all receive the syllables ta ta ta di ta di. Why? 
Because they are enrhythmic with each other. (Enrythmic refers to rhythms that are notated differently but 
sound the same.24) The use of the same syllables reinforces the fact that they sound and feel alike even though 
the notation looks different (see Figure 2.3).

FIGURE 2.1  The Classic Kodály Syllables (for sustained notes the vowel sound is elongated until the next consonance articulation)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



29Teaching Rhythm and Rhythm Reading

Kodály and Takadimi systems are easy to say clearly and quickly.25 They provide strong consonants 
for each articulation, mimick the way wind players use their tongue when single and double tonguing, 
and are flexible enough to use with simple or complex rhythms (see Figure 2.2). Takadimi differentiates 
simple and compound beat divisions with a unique syllable for each one, but provides a common syllable 
for subdivision points where the two systems align (i.e., the downbeat of simple and compound beat both 
sound “ta”; the midpoint of each beat sounds “di”).26 Also, the use of non- numeric sounds makes it appro-
priate for very young students. However, for those who also want to allow beat counting, Don Ester, John 
Scheib, and Kimberly Inks suggest replacing “ta” with the proper number (for example, see Figure 2.4).27

FIGURE 2.2 Takadimi

FIGURE 2.3   Takadimi— Enrhythmic One- Beat Patterns in Simple Meters (the note value that receives the pulse changes, but the 
rhythm syllables stay the same because the rhythmic relationships stay constant)

 

 

 

 

 

  



30 Unit 1: The Process of Teaching Instrumental Music

Counting System

Like the Takadimi system, the Counting System, sometimes referred to as the “Eastman Counting 
System,” is beat flexible, though “1e+a” is usually associated with sixteenth notes. But it could just as 
easily be applied to straight eighth notes in a 22  measure (with 𝅗𝅥 receiving the pulse), or any number of 
enrhythmic variations. Counting syllables are easy to say quickly, and the numbers help students keep 
track of their place in the meter. The numbers also facilitate communication between conductor/ player 
and the rest of the ensemble. However, the use of numbers makes it less appropriate for very young 

FIGURE 2.3   continued

FIGURE 2.4  Replacing “ta” with the Proper Number

  

 

 


